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ABSTRACT. The $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{k}[1]$ of a set in t.he class $\nu^{r}$ represents $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{e}$ complexity of tlle
$\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}11\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of the set with respect to power operation. $\prime 1^{\backslash }1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ rank $\omega_{1}^{CK}$ of the set
of all recursively enumerable ordinals was introdtlced in [2]. Accordingly, the rallk
$\omega_{1}^{CK}$ derives a certain constructible set $L_{\mathrm{t}v_{1}^{C:}}\backslash ’[1.2,3],$ $\mathrm{w}1_{1\mathrm{e}}\Gamma \mathrm{e}L_{\mathrm{t}v_{1}}cK$ is the set of all
constructible set, $\mathrm{s}$ with a rank less t.han $\omega_{1}^{CK}[2,3]$ .
The purpose of $\mathrm{t}]_{1}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}$ paper is to invest:lgate the ranks and the recursive enumer-
ability in constructible sets.
We will extend recursive entlmerability $\omega_{1}^{C}\kappa \mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\ln$ t,he ordinals $ord$ to the con-
structible sets $L$ and define the set $L^{r\epsilon}$ . lt is shown that $[_{\lrcorner}^{rr_{\mathrm{S}}}‘ \iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\int i\mathrm{c}j\mathrm{S}$ sevral axioms
and does not satisfy remained axioms. It is also $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}_{0}\iota\backslash \cdot \mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}1\iota$at $L^{re}\subset L_{\omega_{1}^{C}}K$ . It is
noted that the ranks of $L^{r\epsilon}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}L_{\omega_{1}^{\mathrm{C}K}}$. are equal.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recursive enumerability seems to represent $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{e}$ limit of $(_{\vee}.0111[)\iota 1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{S}$ . Recursive enu-
merabilit..v in $O$ , ($t$ . $\mathrm{w}$hich is an $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of the $\iota 1\mathrm{a}1_{1},11^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}111111\mathrm{n}\mathrm{b}e\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{S}$ , has $|$ ) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}_{1}\cdot \mathrm{o}(\iota_{1}1\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{t}^{\urcorner}\mathrm{t}}1$
and $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\iota\iota \mathrm{c}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}.\mathrm{d}\mathrm{I}$)$.\mathrm{V}$ several authors. $\ln$ this paper, we $\langle$ [ $\mathrm{c}\dot{c}\iota 1$ recursivc $\mathrm{e}\iota 1\iota 11\mathfrak{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}_{\dot{\mathrm{c}}}\iota \mathfrak{l}$) $\mathrm{i}[\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{V},\vee}$ in $\mathrm{g}_{111-}$.
eral sets, $\ln$ order to investiga.$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ the limit of $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\ln_{1}$ ) $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}$ , beyond the ordinal numbers.
A set denotes a collection $\mathrm{w}1_{1}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}1_{1}}$ has an $\mathrm{t}\iota p]^{yerbo}m\iota(;$. A class denotes collection wllich
may have no upper bonnd. The class $\uparrow/$’ wa.s ( $\downarrow_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{1}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}1$ in [1]. An ordinal is an extcXll-
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}$ of the set $\omega$ of natural number $‘ \mathrm{s}$ . $\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ class $L\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}$ . cons $\prime_{\mathfrak{l}?\iota C}.tiblC$ sets was $\mathfrak{c}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}1\iota 1\langle_{-}^{\backslash }\{1$
in [1]. $\ulcorner \mathrm{I}^{\tau}11\mathrm{e}$ set $\omega_{1}^{CI^{\sim}}\backslash$ of all rccursi $1’\theta/|/e\uparrow?t$} $\mathrm{t}C7^{\cdot}\Gamma lb[Co\uparrow di,ol:^{\neg}$. $\backslash \mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}.\backslash ^{\backslash }$ defined in $[_{-}^{)}.$ . :} $]$ . $1$ ) $.\backslash \cdot$
tbe $\iota 1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{01)}$ of G\"odel nunibering: which is also called $\mathrm{t}_{l}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ set of $cot.\backslash l\backslash \mathfrak{l}\cdot \mathrm{t}C\mathrm{f}i|\dot{\text{ }}r$ ) $C\mathfrak{l}\cdot([\mathrm{i}_{\mathfrak{l}\iota}\mathrm{a}[.\backslash \cdot$ .
VVe note $\mathrm{t},1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\omega_{1}^{CI\backslash }\sim\subset O_{l’}d\subset L\subseteq \mathfrak{t}^{-}$ , where $O,,d\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}_{\text{ }}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{S}$ the class of all or $([\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{a}]_{\mathrm{b}}\mathrm{L}^{\backslash }\cdot$
G\"odel introduced the notion of rank in $\mathrm{t}/[1]$ . which is defined by power set $\mathrm{c}11\prime 1‘\iota$
$1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}_{1})\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}^{\backslash }$.sent.s a complexity of constru $(^{\backslash },\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}1)$ of a set in V. $\mathrm{c}_{\iota}^{\tau_{\ddot{\mathrm{O}}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}}}1$ also introduced in [1]
$L_{\alpha}=^{def}$ { $.1^{\cdot}\in I,$ $|$ rank(x) $<\mathfrak{a}$ }, $1).\backslash$ the notion of $\Gamma_{C1\mathrm{I}}’1$ ]$\backslash$’
VVe deal wit, $1_{1}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ relation of $::_{\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}1\backslash \prime}$ ” and “recursive $(^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}111\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}1_{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}.1’\cdot$ ” in $\mathrm{t}$ he $(.[_{\subset 1\mathrm{S}}.\backslash \cdot f_{\lrcorner}$ .
$\mathrm{V}\mathrm{t}’\cdot \mathrm{e}_{\nu}$ will e.xtend ’$\cdot e,cut\cdot\cdot 9|v\rho/y$ en umerability in the ordinals Orcl and define a set $L$ ”’
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ class L. $1_{)}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{G}^{\mathrm{t}}\ddot{\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{c}[\mathrm{e}$[ llu\iota \iota tberillg. $\ulcorner\Gamma$he definition of $L’\cdot e$ is $\mathrm{I}^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathfrak{g}<\mathrm{t}\prime \mathrm{r}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}.’$ ) $‘ \mathrm{S}$
reasonable, since it will $1$ ) $\mathrm{e}$ shown that $L^{\prime\cdot e}\cap O,.‘/=\omega_{\rceil}^{\mathrm{C}T\mathrm{s}}$
In \S 2, we $\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$ review the G\"odel $11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\}_{)\mathrm{e}\Gamma}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ with respect to nuniber theoretic $\downarrow 11\mathrm{t}$ .
tions, and the notion of recursively enumerable ordinals. $111|.\}^{1}:$}. we will ( $1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}^{\iota}1\iota 1\mathrm{f}_{\vee}\backslash I_{d}’$ ’
11991 Afathematics $S_{1}b_{]}CctC^{\cdot}lass\dot{l}fica$ iion. Prim $a\uparrow\cdot y\mathit{0}_{l^{-}}^{/}.\mathit{0}^{/}\sqrt,$ $()]\Gamma_{l}./\mathit{5}$ .
$I1^{-}ey\mathit{1}\iota$ ’ ords and $phra>^{\backslash }es$ . $Z\Gamma C,$ $rec\iota\iota$ rsive $\beta’$} $u’ \mathrm{t}\iota erab_{\dot{l}ly}\dot{\iota}t,$ $C_{r}\ddot{o}(l\epsilon l\prime rur$} $1bc^{j}\Gamma$ . constrnctive $ordi_{l1}(\ell l$ .
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and will show $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\Gamma \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{S}$ of $L^{re}\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}1_{1}$ respect to $Z\Gamma’’(’$ . In \S 4, we will show that
$L^{re}\subset L_{\omega_{1}}\mathrm{c}^{\neg}l\backslash \cdot$ , i.e. t,he recursive $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\dot{\zeta}\iota \mathrm{b}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ (G\"odel $\mathrm{n}\iota\iota\iota \mathrm{n}|$ ) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f})$ does not $\mathrm{c},o\mathrm{r}\Gamma \mathrm{c}’ \mathrm{S}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}1}\mathrm{r}1$
to the constructibility $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}1_{1}$ a rank less than $\omega_{1}^{CI\backslash }’$ . Ilcnce, in $L$ , the notion of re-
cursive enumerability (G\"odel numbering) is essentially different from the notion $01$
constructibility restricted by the rank $\omega_{1}^{CI\backslash }’$ , while. in $O,,d$ . the recursive enumerability
and the constructibility restricted by the rank $\omega_{1}^{CI}\backslash$ are the same.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce preliminary definitions itntl methods [4, .5] and $[\underline{)}$ . :} $]$ .
A G\"odel numbering of a certain set is $\mathrm{a}\iota 1$ onto $\mathrm{n}1\mathrm{a}[^{)}1$ ) $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ from a certain subset of
the natural numbers to $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ set, i.e. each nlember of tlle set corresponds to at least
one natural $11\iota\Pi \mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ , and $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}1_{1}$ natural number $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}1^{)(1}1\mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$ to at most one member
of the set.
When a rlat $\iota 11^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}\iota_{1\iota}\mathrm{U}111\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}n\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$to a member $a$ of $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}^{\mathrm{p}}.$. set, we call $t1$ a G\"o(lcl
number of $\zeta\downarrow.$ alld we denote $n=$ gn(ct) or ($‘=$ ng(n). $\Gamma 1^{\cdot}11\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\iota$ is ltof, necessarily a
one-valued function.
$l\mathrm{t}’\mathrm{e}$ define $\langle$ $17_{0},$ $\ldots,$ $\}\iota_{\mathrm{A}}.)=\underline{)}^{1}’ 0\ldots l^{)’}\kappa^{\mathrm{t}_{k}}.,$ $\backslash \backslash ’ 1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}l)’$. is the $l\cdot+1- \mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}1[)\mathrm{t}\cdot i\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}1\iota\iota 1\iota^{1_{)}}\}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$. $.’\backslash$
function.f
$\cdot$
from $\mathrm{t}_{}l1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathit{1}$ -tuples of the natural nunibers to $|_{}[_{1\mathrm{e}}$ natural nunbers i,s )‘enaral
recursive if it is obtained $\mathrm{b}\backslash \sim$ . finite $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\{[] \mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}$ of $(,1_{1\epsilon}\backslash \mathrm{f}_{\langle)}11_{0\backslash }\mathrm{V}\mathrm{i}1(1)\sim(6)$ .
(1) $c_{(\iota)}\backslash \cdot=^{0}$ ,
(2) $s_{(X)=}.\iota$. $+1$ .
$(\cdot.3)$ $l^{\mathrm{r}_{i}^{\prime 1}}(.c\iota, \ldots..\iota_{l}.,)=\downarrow.j(1\leq i\leq\prime \mathfrak{j})$
(4) $f$ ( $x_{1},$ $\ldots$ $.cn)=/l $(Cj1(.\iota.1, \ldots, .\mathrm{t}.,\mathrm{t}), \ldots, \backslash \cdot.\iota’/m(_{\mathrm{t},\ldots,.1}\cdot’\}))$
when $g_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $y_{\}\mathit{1}},.$ allcl/I $\mathrm{a}\iota\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{a}\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\iota- \mathrm{e}$ .
(5) $\{$
$f(0, x\sim),$ $\ldots..\iota_{\uparrow \mathrm{I}}.,=g(.\iota_{2}., \ldots.X_{\eta})$
$f(.\iota_{1}.+1..l\gamma\sim. . . . . l_{n}.)=/1$ $(.f(_{l_{1},.C_{2}}.\ldots\ldots \mathrm{r}_{n}). l’ 1\cdot.\mathfrak{j}\cdot,\ldots\ldots 1_{r}^{\cdot}\iota 4)$
when $g$ and $\mathit{1}\iota$ are general recursi $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ .
(6) $f(.r_{1,\ldots\sim}.\iota_{?\iota}.)=t^{1}‘.J(g(y, .\iota_{1}.., , . . .r_{n})=0)$
$\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}_{)}$( is $\circ\sigma \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}1’.(\iota 1\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\iota\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$, and for each ,1-tuple $.lj_{1},$ $\ldots..\epsilon,1\cdot$ there $\mathrm{e}.\backslash$ ists
a $y$ , such that $g(y, .\iota_{1}\ldots., .\iota)n’=0,$ .
where, $f^{\iota}y(g(y.x_{1}, \ldots..\iota.n)=0)$ means $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}n\ln$ natural lltlnber.l/s\uparrow \iota $\langle$ h $\mathrm{t}$hat
$g(y, .\mathrm{t}_{1}., \ldots, .\iota_{\gamma\iota}.)=0\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}.\iota\cdot\iota\cdots\ldots \mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{n}}.$ .
Now, xve carry out $\mathrm{t},1_{1}\mathrm{e}(_{\dagger\ddot{\mathrm{O}}}^{\tau}(1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}1111\}_{)\mathrm{t}^{\}}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$of the $\mathrm{g}(^{1}11\langle\tau 1^{\cdot}(\urcorner 11^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}_{-}^{\backslash }(\sim\iota 1\iota\cdot \mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\iota 7\mathrm{e}\downarrow \mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}1\iota.\backslash \cdot 1\mathrm{C}^{((\grave{J}}1(1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}}1_{\iota}\zeta^{)}$
to the order of $\mathrm{t}1\mathrm{l}P$ const $1^{\cdot}1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of them. $\backslash 1^{l^{\mathrm{v}}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}[_{(^{\backslash }}--\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}11^{(^{\lrcorner}}$
(i) gn(C’) $=(1\rangle$ ,
(ii) gn $(_{\iota_{-}}\overline{\mathrm{t}}’)=\langle^{\underline{)}}‘\rangle$ .
(iii) $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}((_{-}/_{i}^{n}\vee)=\langle 3, \uparrow?, i\rangle$ .
(iv) $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(f)=(4.\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{l}1}(.q1)\ldots..\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(g_{m}).\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(l\iota)\rangle$ when $f$ is of $\mathrm{t}$,he $\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\cdot\ln(\cdot l)$ ,
$(\backslash ’\cdot)\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(f)=\langle,5.\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(‘ J).01\sigma 1(h)\rangle$
$)’\cdot|_{1}\mathrm{e}11f$
. is of the $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}111(.^{-}))$ ,
(vi) $\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{l}1}(f)=\langle 6,\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(g)\rangle$ $\mathrm{w}1_{1\mathrm{e}1}1.f$
. is $01^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}\downarrow_{1\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}^{\cdot}11$) $(^{;}6)$ .
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For example, in the case of $f(x)=1,$ $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(f)=\langle 4,$ $\langle 1\rangle,$ $\langle\underline{9}\rangle)$ , since $\int(x)=S(C(.c))$ ,
and in the case of $f(x,y)=x+y,$ $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(f)=(5,$ $\langle 3,1,1\rangle,$ $\langle 4, \langle 3,3,1\rangle, \langle^{\underline{)}}\rangle\rangle\rangle,$ $.\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}f$ is got-
ten by $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ application of the form (5) for $g(y)=\mathfrak{c}^{\gamma_{1}}1(y)$ and $h(z, x, y)=S(U_{1}^{3}(z, X, y))$ .
Both of $\langle 1\rangle$ and $\langle 4, (3, 1, 1\rangle$ . $\langle 1\rangle\rangle$ are G\"odel numbers of the constant funct.ion $f(x)=0$ .
since $C(\zeta\prime 11(x))=C(x)=0$ . Thus, a G\"odel number of a general recursive function
is determined but not uniquely. This technic of G\"odel $\mathrm{n}$ilmbering owes $[‘ l, .5]$ . When
$\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(f)=e$ , we write $f=\{e\}$ , i.e. $\forall n\in\omega f(n)=\{e\}(7\iota)[4]$ .
$\mathrm{S}.\mathrm{C}$ . Kleene introduced the set $\omega_{1}^{CK}$ of recursively enumerable ordinals and its G\"odel
numbering $O$ , in $[2, 3]$ . He named the members of $\omega_{1}^{CI\backslash }$ “constructive ordinals” $\mathrm{T}1\iota(^{1}$
set $\omega_{1}^{Cl\backslash }$ of the constructive ordinals and the set $O$ of natural numbers $\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{h}$ express
them (the ordinal which a natural number $n$ is expressed by $|n|$ ), are defined by
simultaneos induction as follows:
1. $1\in O$ and $|1|=0$ , i.e. the natural number 1 expresses the ordinal $0$ ,
2. if $.r\in O$ then $2^{x}\in\sim O$ and $|2^{x}|=|x|+1$ , i.e. if a natural number.$\tau$ expresses an
ordinal $\alpha$ , then the natural $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}\mathfrak{l}\supset \mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\underline{)}x$ expresses the $01^{\cdot}([\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\alpha+1$ ,
3. if $.\mathfrak{r}$ is a G\"odel number of a certain partial recursive function. and there is a
seqnence of $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\uparrow \mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{S}.\uparrow/0,$ $y1,$ $\ldots.yn’\cdots$ such $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}y_{n}\in \mathrm{O},$ $|y_{n}|=r?,$ $\{.\iota\}(|_{\eta}j)$ is defined,
{ $.\tau \mathrm{I}(y_{n})\in O$ for each $n\in\omega$ . and $|\{x\}(y_{0})|<|\{.r\}(y_{1})|<\cdots<|\{.t\}(y?\iota)|<\ldots$ ,
then.3 $\cdot.r$) $x\in O$ and $| \cdot \mathrm{j}\cdot.ryx|=\lim_{narrow\infty}|\{x\}(y_{n})|$ , i.e. if a natural number. $\iota$. is a $\mathrm{G}_{()}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}1$
number of such a $1\iota 1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}}1f$ , then the natural nunlber:3 $\cdot\ulcorner$$\mathrm{o}x$ expresses the [ $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}$ ordinal
$\alpha=1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}_{r\iota-}\infty C,\gamma_{n}$ , where $\alpha_{r\iota}=|f(y_{n})|$ . Then $\omega_{1}^{C\prime I\backslash }=^{d\mathrm{e}f}|O|=^{def}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{p}_{l\iota\in}o|$} $\iota|$ .
$\omega$ is $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ set of all natural numbers. $l,$ $m,$ $n,$ $?,j,$ $k,$ $\ldots$ are variables $\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{h}$ rangc over
$\omega$ . $\omega_{1}^{CJ\backslash }\vee$ is the set of all recursively enumerable ordinals. $Ord$ is the class of all ordi nal




:;. $\dagger_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{Y}}^{-}/=\bigcup_{/J<\alpha’ \mathit{3}},\mathfrak{s}/\cdot$ ( $\mathit{0}$ is a limit ordinal).
4. $\uparrow.\cdot=\bigcup_{\mathrm{t}\gamma\in O}\Gamma d\dagger.\alpha$ .
$x,$ $y,$ $\approx\ldots$ . are variables which range over $1^{\mathit{1}}.$’ $L$ is $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ class of all $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}n\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}|_{)}[(^{\backslash :^{\neg}\mathrm{t}^{\backslash }}\vee\backslash -\mathrm{t},\backslash ^{\backslash }$ .
$\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{e}$ .
1. $L_{0}=(\#$ .
2. $L_{\mathit{3}+1},=L,,$ $\cup$ { $x|x\subseteq L_{\mathit{3}}$, A ( $x$ is $\circ\sigma \mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ by G\"odel operation)}.
.3. $L_{\alpha}= \bigcup_{/<0}\mathit{3}L_{f}$( (a is.a limit ordinal), .
4. $L= \bigcup_{\alpha\in \mathit{0}_{r}}dL,\tau$ .
:3. $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{E}$ SET $L^{re}$ AND $\mathrm{I}^{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{R}\circ \mathrm{p}\mathrm{I}^{\neg}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{T}}|1\lrcorner \mathrm{f}^{\backslash \backslash }\lrcorner(.,$
111 this scction. $\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{t}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}n\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ the set $L^{re}$ , and $(\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l})\mathrm{e}$ its $\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}}1$) $\mathrm{e}\Gamma$ tie.s $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\{[\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{i}\iota$) $1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}’<\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}$ ic
set theory $ZFC’$ .
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Definition Lct.f be a general recursive function $\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ one variable such that if
$f(.r)=0$ then also.$f\cdot(.r+1)=$ $()$ . If the range of $f$ except $0$ is a fanuily of G\"odel
numbers of all members of a set $a$ , we define that a G\"odel number of $f$ is a G\"odel
number of the set $a$ . Namely, if $a=\{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}(\{e\}(X))|\{e\}(.C)>0\}$ then $e=\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(a)$ .
In this way, G\"odel ntlnlbers of sets are defined $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}_{\mathrm{V},\vee}$, but it is impossible to
do G\"odel numbering about all sets. So, we define the set $L^{rr},$. $1$) $\mathrm{e}$ all sets which have,
G\"odel numbers.
It is $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathfrak{n}\mathrm{i}$ ] $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}|_{)\mathrm{v}}$. the $\mathrm{L}\ddot{\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}$-Scolem theorem tllirt there is a countable model
of $ZFC$ . $\mathrm{H}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}$, we can see that $L^{re}$ is not only a countable model, but also
an effective model of $ZFC$ , if we restrict the axiom of power set and replacement
(separation).
Proposition 1. $L^{re}$ satisfies the following $a.\mathfrak{r}io’\gamma \mathfrak{j}s$ in $ZFC$ :
(Axiom of Empty), (Axiom of Pairing),
(Axiom of Extensionality), (Axiom of Union),
(Axiom of Infinity), (Axiom of Regularity),
(Axiom of Choice).
Let $A(.1^{\cdot}, .1/, .\mathrm{L}_{1}\ldots. . .\mathrm{J}_{\mathrm{t}},)|)\mathrm{e}$ a forniula $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\iota 1\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\forall.\tau\exists!.|/\cdot-\mathrm{t}(.\mathit{1}^{\cdot},$ $.’/,$ $(,’\iota\cdots. , cn)$ for constant $\mathrm{s}$
$c_{1},$ $\ldots$ . $c_{\iota},$ . $\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}.1$) $=f(.\mathrm{r})$ if and only if $94(X..l/, c_{1}\ldots. , c_{n})$ . $.f$ is a $\mathrm{f}\cdot\iota\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{r}o\iota 11$ the
class of all sets $\ddagger/^{\Gamma}$ to V. $\mathrm{B}\iota 1\mathrm{t},$ $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}$ is not necessarily $C\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}[\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}$ to get $y1^{\cdot}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{O}111$ a
given.$r$ . $1_{01\mathrm{e}}^{\tau}\neg \mathrm{X}\backslash \mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{l}$)[ $\mathrm{c}$ , let $A\ell[(.\mathrm{t}\cdot, y)$ [ $)\mathrm{e}$ the formula
(. $\iota\cdot\in\omega$ A $\exists\sim\sim T_{1}(_{\mathrm{L}}r,$ $.l.arrow)\sim$ A $y=.\mathfrak{r}$ ) $\vee$ ( $\neg(.c\in\omega’$ A $\exists\sim\sim\prime T_{1}$ (.v. .v $,$ $\approx$ ) $)$ A $y=0$ )
(cf. [4] about $l_{1,}^{\prime\urcorner}$). $r_{1^{\urcorner}1_{1}\mathrm{e}11}\backslash |/$ is determined $\iota\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{q}’$ tely $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}.r$ for all.$r$ , but $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}$ is no
algorithm to get $\square /\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}.\iota$ . Hence. $\{y\in\omega|\exists xA(\backslash \mathrm{t}.y)\}$ is in $\dagger_{\mathrm{u}}^{-}/j+1$ , possibly is in $[_{\lrcorner}\omega+1\cdot$
but is not in $L^{\mathrm{r}e}$ . However, if we modif.$\backslash r$ the axiom of $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}_{1}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ as $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{s},$ $L^{t\prime}$
satis{\‘ies tbe $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}[\mathrm{i}\iota_{\grave{1}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}1$ replacement.
$\mathrm{A}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{i}_{0}1111$ . Modified Replacement Let $f(x.\vee\sim,..\sim)1\cdot\cdot\sim n$ be general recursive func-
tion such that when constants $c_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $c_{n}$ are given. $1^{\cdot}01^{\cdot}$ each set $\mathrm{r}\ell$ . $.f\cdot(\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(Cl), \mathrm{C}^{\cdot}1\cdots. .c,1)$
is a $\mathrm{G}\ddot{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}_{1}1\mathrm{t}\iota 1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}$ of a certain set. -rhen
$\forall \mathrm{t}\exists\iota)\forall\uparrow\cdot\forall s$ ( $.9\in v\equiv r\in.u$ A $f\cdot(\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}[t\cdot),$ $C_{1}\ldots..(i_{n})=\mathrm{g}_{11}(s)$ )
This $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}1$ is a special case of $\iota \mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ axiom, since $l/=.f(.\iota\cdot.\sim 1\sim\cdots. . \sim r\iota\sim)$ is $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{s}\{^{3}([$
$|).\backslash ’$
’ a certain $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\iota 1\mathrm{a}$ of set theory when $f$ is $p_{\supset}$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}11^{\cdot}e\mathrm{r}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\backslash \mathrm{t}\urcorner$ .
Proposition 2. $L^{\prime\cdot e}.arrow^{\neg}afi.\backslash \neg Jie.’\neg$ the modified $” e_{l^{y}}laC(Tn\theta nt$ .
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The Axiom of Separation does not necessary hold as well as Axiom of ${\rm Re}_{1^{)}}1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ .
For example, nevertheless $\omega\in L^{re}$ , the set $\{x\in\omega|\exists y\in\omega T_{1}(x, x, y)\}$ is not in $L^{re}$ ,
since there is no algorithm to decide whether $\exists y\in\omega\tau_{1(X},$ $x,$ $y$ ) for given.$\epsilon\in\omega$ . So.
we will mofify Axiom of Separation as well as Axiom of Replacement as follows. Then
we can show that Modified Axiom of Separation is derived from Moclified Axiom of
Replacement in $L^{r\epsilon}$ , as well as in $ZFC$ .
Axiom 2. Modified Separation Let $A(x.\sim 1\sim, \ldots , \sim n\sim)$ [ $)\mathrm{e}$ a general recursive pred-
icate. Then, $\forall x\exists y\forall w(?v\in y\equiv \mathrm{t}\mathrm{t})\in x\wedge A(\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\iota’), C_{1}, \ldots , c_{n}))$ for each $\mathrm{I}_{\grave{1}\mathrm{X}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\iota_{C_{1},\ldots.C_{\iota}},$ .
Proposition 3. $\mathit{1}VIodified$ Separation is derived $f_{l^{\backslash }O}\uparrow n$ Modified Replacement.
It seems natural to define power set of a set $a$ in $L^{re}$ as $p_{re}(a)=\{.c|x\subseteq a\wedge.\epsilon\in L^{\gamma\rho_{-\}}}$ .
However, $p_{\mathrm{r}c}(a)$ may not have a G\"odel number itself, even though each element of it
has a G\"odel number. In the case of $a$ being an infinite set, putting
$f(n)=\{$
$\mu y(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}(y)\subseteq a)$ if , $\iota=0$ ,
$\mu y$ ( $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}(y)\subseteq a$ A $y>f(_{ll}-1)$ ) otllerWiSe,
$f$ is certainly a mapping from llat\iota ral numbers to natural numbers and the range of
$f$ is a set of G\"odel numbers of $\mathrm{t}1_{1}e\mathrm{e}1_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}$ of $l)_{\gamma}(\mathrm{r}a)$ . $\mathrm{B}\iota\iota \mathrm{t}$ . $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ forlnt\iota [a $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}(y)\subseteq \mathrm{r}\iota$
may not be general recursive, and hence $f$ may not so. for there is not necessarily an
$\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{m}}$ to desi( $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ whct,her $a$ $\subseteq b$ or not. for two sets $c\iota$ and $b$ .
On the other hand, since the subset, $\mathrm{s}$ of { $x|x\underline{\subseteq}$ $a$ A $x\in L^{re}$ } in $L^{r\mathrm{c}}$ are countable,
we can express them $a_{1},$ $a_{2,\ldots,}$ a , $\ldots$ . Putting $p_{re}(a)= \bigcup_{\iota=1}^{\infty},\vee a_{n},$ $p_{re}(a)$ determines
uniquely. $\mathrm{B}\iota\iota \mathrm{t},$ $f(n)=\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(a_{n})$ is not necessarily general recursive, hence $p_{P},.(a)\not\in L^{r\mathrm{r}}$
in general.
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\Gamma$ , if we weaken the axiorn of $1$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ set as Following, $L^{r_{-}}\rho \mathrm{S}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}$ he $11\urcorner \mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}_{\vee}1\mathrm{j}|\mathrm{i}(^{1}..(-[$
axiom of power set. too:
Axionl 3. $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{I}_{0}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ axionl of power set $\Gamma^{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ a given $a\in-L^{re}$ . $|_{\mathit{1}}$here is a $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}^{1}\dagger$
$b\in L^{rc}\mathrm{s}\iota\iota \mathrm{c}11$ that, each elcment of $b$ is a subset of $a$ , and $b$ contains all $t\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}.\mathrm{s}\iota 1[_{)_{\llcorner}^{\mathrm{C}_{\backslash \mathrm{t}^{\backslash }}}}\cdot \mathrm{t}$
of $a$ .
Proposition 4. $L^{re}$ satisfies the modified axiom of $pone7$ ’ set.
No$\backslash ^{r}$ , we classify $L^{r\epsilon}$ to $11\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\Gamma \mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{V}}.\cdot$ Define
$\{$
$L_{0}|.\mathrm{e}=\emptyset$ ,
$L_{\mathit{3}+1}^{le}.=\{a\in L^{r^{\rho}},|a\subseteq L_{;}^{\Gamma P},\}$ ,
$L_{\alpha}^{r\mathrm{e}}= \bigcup_{\beta<\alpha}L_{\mathit{3}},re$ (a is a limit number).
$L_{\alpha}’’111_{(\mathrm{t}}’y$
. not be ill $L^{rc}$ , $\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{C}1}1\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}[$ .
Proposition 5. For each a, $L_{\alpha}^{re}\subseteq L_{\alpha}$ .
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Remark Of course, $\mathfrak{s}/_{x}^{\gamma}=L_{s\text{ }},=L_{\omega}^{re}$ . $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}$ any finite set have a G\"odel numher $e$
such that $\{e\}(n)=0$ , for all sufficiently large $n$ and this is general recursive. And
$L_{\alpha}^{re}\subseteq L_{\alpha}\subseteq V_{\alpha}$ , in general.
4. $1\backslash \mathrm{I}\Lambda 1\mathrm{N}$ THEOREM
Now, we $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}$ a $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{e}\backslash \mathrm{v}$ Lemmas to prove Main $\ulcorner\Gamma 11(^{\backslash }.(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{n}$ .
Lemma 1. If $\alpha<\omega_{1}^{CI\backslash }’$ , then $\alpha\in L^{e}’$ .
Proof $\mathrm{S}$uppose that $\alpha$ is an ordinal less $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\omega_{1}^{C}I\backslash$
’
By induction on the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}_{\Gamma\iota}1\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}_{\text{ }}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$
of $\alpha$ .
Case 1. $\alpha=0$ . Clearly. $0=\emptyset$ is in $L^{r\mathrm{e}}$ .
Case 2. $\alpha=\beta+1$ . By the $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ of induction. $\beta$ is in $I^{re},$ . Therefore. $\mathfrak{a}=\beta\cup\{/i\}$
is in $L^{rc}$ .
Case 3. $\alpha$ is a limit number. Then, there is a strictly increasing sequence converging
to $o(,\theta_{0}</f_{1}<\cdots<\beta_{n}<\cdots<\mathfrak{a})$ and a $1$) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ recuesive function $\{y\}.\backslash ^{\neg}\iota\iota \mathrm{c}\iota_{1}$ that,
$|\{y\}(y_{n})|=/\mathit{3}_{\tau\iota}$ when $|y_{n}|=n$ . By the $1_{1}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}$ of induction, $f^{f_{0},\beta_{1}},$ $\ldots$ $,$ $/^{J\mathit{3}_{n},\iota}\cdot$ . are
in $L^{re}$ . Therefore. there is a general recursive $\mathrm{f}\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}g$, such that for cacl] fixed $t$? .
the range of $g(n, rn)$ is a set of G\"odel numbers of all ordinals less than ,$\theta_{\iota},$ .
begin $i:=0_{\backslash }$
for $j:=0$ to $\infty$ clo
for $\mathrm{A}\cdot:=0\mathrm{t},oj$ do
if $\mathrm{J}((k^{\sim},j-k)>0$ t,llen begin $f(i):=g(\Lambda\cdot.j-k^{\neg});i:=\dot{?}+1$ end
end.
$\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ the $\mathrm{f}_{11\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{f}_{}\mathrm{i}o\mathrm{n}f$ is general recursive and $\circ\circ \mathrm{n}(f)$ is a G\"odel llllnl\supset er of a. $\square$
Lemma 2. If a $\in L^{re}$ . then $a<\omega_{1}^{\mathrm{C}^{\backslash }I’}\backslash$
Proof $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ tllat $\alpha$ is an ordinal in $L’\cdot e$ . $\mathrm{B}.\mathrm{v}$ induction on the construction of a.
Case 1. $\alpha=0$ . Then $|1|=0$ and $1\in O$ .
( $\mathrm{e}\underline{)}$ . ct $=\mathit{1}^{j}+1$ . $\mathrm{B}\backslash \vee\cdot \mathrm{t}$,he $1_{1}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{P}^{(}\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{C}^{1}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{s}$ of $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}11$ . there is a natural $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\iota|$ ) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\nu$ in $()$
such that $|y|=\beta$ . $r1^{\urcorner}11\mathrm{e}11,$ $|^{\underline{)}^{1/}}|=c\iota$ and $\underline{)}^{1}\mathit{1}\in O$ .
Case 3. $0$ is a limit $\mathrm{n}\iota\iota \mathrm{m}|$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ , and tllere is a general $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}c\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}.f\cdot \mathrm{s}\iota\iota \mathrm{C}1_{1}$ that
$\mathrm{t}$ he rallge of $f$ is the set of G\"odel numbers of ordinals less $\mathrm{t}$ han $\mathrm{t}1.$ Sillce $\alpha$ is a limit
$\mathrm{n}\iota\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l})\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f},$ $.f(\mathrm{t}?)>0\mathrm{f}o\mathrm{r}$ each $n$ . By 1,he hypothesis of induc,tion. $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$ is a $11_{\mathrm{c}}^{r}\iota\{111^{\cdot}C\gamma|$
llt\iota llll\supset er $y_{1},\in 0$ such that $|y_{71}|=1(.f\cdot(ll))$ . for $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\prime 7$ . Put
$\{$
$J((1)=y_{0}$ ,
$\backslash (/(_{\backslash }^{\underline{)}^{n}}‘)=y_{\mu m11}y_{\gamma n}|>|g(\tau l)|)$ .
Then, $\mathrm{t}$,he function $g$ is partial recursive. So. $g$ has $\mathrm{a}\subseteq_{\ddot{\mathrm{O}}}^{\mathrm{t}}.\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}1$ number $\sim\vee\cdot$ Hellce:; $\cdot.\vee$)
$\sim$
is in $O$ and $|:$} $\cdot.r$) $\simeq|=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}$ . $\square$
Lenlnla 3. If $x\in L^{1\mathit{6}}$ . the $\tau|,$ $’(mk(x)\in L^{\mathrm{t}^{\rho}}$
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Proof Let $\alpha=\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{k}(x)$ . By transfinit, $\mathrm{e}$ induction. $\backslash \mathrm{V}^{-}\mathrm{e}$ can assume that $\alpha$ is a limit
ordinal, since it is clear in the case of being an isolated ordinal. Let $e$ be a $\mathrm{G}\dot{\mathrm{c}}$) $(\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}$
number of $x$ . Then, $\forall n\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{k}(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}(\{e\}(n)))<\alpha$ , hence rank $(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}(\mathrm{t}e\}(n)))\in L^{re}$ . So,
we put $r_{\{\epsilon\rangle}(n)=\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{k}(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}(\{e\}(n))))$ . Since $r_{\{e\}}(n)$ is a G\"odel number of an ordinal
number, the range of $\mathrm{t}r_{\{\mathrm{e}\}\ln)}$ } $(m)(m=0,1, \ldots)$ is the set of the G\"odel numbers of
all ordinal numbers less $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}("\{c\}1n)$ ). So, we put,
begin $i:=0$ ;
for $j:=0$ to $\infty$ do
for $k:=0$ to $j$ do
if $\{r_{\mathrm{t}^{\epsilon}\}\mathrm{t}}k.)\}(j-\mathrm{A}\cdot)>0\mathrm{t}\}_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}}$ begin $r_{\mathrm{e}}(i):=\{r_{\mathrm{t}^{e}\}}\mathrm{t}k)\}(j-k);i:=i+1$ end
end.
Then, $r_{e}$ is a general recursive function, and the G\"odel number of $r_{\epsilon}$ . is a
G\"odel
number of rank $(x)$ , since $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}(r_{e})$ is a limit ordinal. $\square$
Remark (1) There is no algorithm to get rank(.r) for gi $\iota’\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}X$ . To insist $c\mathrm{v}=1’ \mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{l}x$ ),
we must show $x\in \mathrm{t}_{0+1}^{r}/-^{\iota_{\alpha}}/$ , by the definition of $\iota‘ \mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}11\mathrm{I}_{\backslash }$
’ Tbat $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}.\iota:\subseteq\nu_{\mathfrak{a}}$ and.r $\not\in 1_{1\prime}’’$ .
But we have no $\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}$ to decide whether $x\subseteq\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\alpha}’$ or not.
(2) rank $(L^{r\mathrm{e}})=\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{k}(L_{1v_{\iota}}\mathrm{c}\cdot I\backslash \cdot)=\omega^{cI\backslash }1$
Main theorem $L^{re}\subset L_{\omega_{1}^{\tilde{\mathrm{c}}I}}\iota\sim a\uparrow\iota d$ if $\alpha<\omega_{1}^{CI\backslash }’,$ $L^{\mathrm{r}e}\not\subset I_{\lrcorner}\alpha$ .
Proof Let.$r$ be in $L^{re}$ . Then rallk $(.C)$ is in $L^{r\mathrm{r}}|$)} $\mathrm{L}_{\mathrm{C}1}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}.l$ . So. rank $(X)<\omega_{1}^{\mathrm{C}T^{-}}\backslash 1)\}$
Lemma 2. Therefore, $.\mathfrak{r}$ is in $L_{r_{1}},c\mathrm{f}\backslash \cdot$ . Namely, $L^{re}\subseteq L_{\omega_{1^{-}}^{\prime I\backslash }}\neg\cdot$ . It is easy from a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{t}l$
in \S 3 that $L^{\mathrm{r}c}$ is a $1^{)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}}}$ subset of $L_{\omega_{1}^{\mathrm{C}I\backslash }}$,
Let $\alpha<\omega_{1}^{CJ\backslash }-r\Gamma 11\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\alpha$ is in $L^{r\mathrm{e}}$ by Lemma $\rfloor,$ $1\supset \mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$ a is not in $L_{\alpha}$ . Hence. $l_{J}’\cdot e\not\subset f_{arrow 1\backslash }$ .
$\square$
The result of $\wedge\backslash |$ Iain $\mathrm{T}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}}\mathrm{i}_{1}$ is shown in tlle following figure.
The rank $\omega_{1}^{CT\iota}-$ corresponds $\mathrm{t}_{\alpha}\mathrm{o}$ tlle set of recursively $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ ) $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\Gamma(1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}1_{\mathrm{S}}}$ .
$\prime \mathrm{r}11\mathrm{t}^{\mathrm{z}}$ rank
$\iota \mathrm{t}i$ corresponcls to $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ set $\omega$ of $\mathrm{t}$be natural numbers.
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